Recaps

**Soul & Ink Pop-Up Camp** - Our spring break pop-up camp with screen printing business *Soul & Ink* was a success! Check out our Instagram for more pictures.

**ART BATTLE: ROUND 2** - Are you prepared to fight for your title as the best artist of city? This round, multi-dimensional artist *Ashley Paige*, won!

**OUR BLACK BOOK V.5 LAUNCH** - We celebrated the launch of OBB Vol. 5, the only magazine that tells the stories of the entrepreneurs right here in the DMV.

Upcoming Events + Classes
- PAINTA DAY 2018
- SENSUAL TEASE W/ EVA MYSTIQUE
- DARK MATTER LIT: KEMETIC YOGA
- STRETCH SATURDAYS
- BRANDSTAMP

SOUL & INK POP-UP CAMP

During Spring Break 2018, CHACC opened its doors to **Soul & Ink**: A Live Screen Printing Experience, a mobile screen printing company led by husband and wife design team, Frankie and Sherry Meneses. Participants of all ages were excited to create their own designs and put them on t-shirts + posters.

Our mission resonates with Soul & Ink - both of us making efforts to make art accessible to anyone, regardless of their background. The two day camp offered the opportunity for young artists to learn the basics of design and pave the way for them to share their vision with the world.

Stay tuned for more collaborations like this! We will continue to work on bringing projects and new ways of expression to our communities.
ART BATTLE: ROUND 2
ART COMPETITION

Congratulations to Ashley Paige (@artizmylov), Round 2's Winner of DC’s 'Art Battle of Survival'!

To take the title of “Artist” one must be able to create a piece at the drop of a hat with whatever tools are available and under any condition.

Art of Survival is a live art battle series meant to challenge and promote different artists of various visual mediums. Stay tuned for Round 3 on April 28th from 9pm - midnight.
For more information visit www.chacc.org/events

OUR BLACK BOOK
VOL. 5 LAUNCH + FASHION SHOW

The OBB Vol. 5 Launch + Fashion Show highlighted the Black designers across the DMV featured in The Society Of Young Revolutionaries Inc.'s (SOYR) very own Our Black Book (OBB) Vol. 5., the only magazine that tells the stories of the entrepreneurs right here in the DMV. We celebrated on April 6th, at CHACC.
Regular Events + Classes

SENSUAL TEASE
WITH EVA MYSTIQUE
EVERY SUNDAY 4PM - 6PM
Join us for an introductory course, led by Eva Mystique, featuring belly dance, floor work and tease every Sunday and every 2nd and Fourth Thursday at Congress Heights Arts and Culture Center (CHACC).
Walk away having learned a sassy choreographed routine, that will surely have you feeling energized and empowered!
Only $12 | Limited space available. Register now: www.chacc.org/classes

DARK MATTER LIT
KEMETIC YOGA
EVERY WEDNESDAY 7PM - 8:30PM
Join us for our evening Kemetic yoga sessions at CHACC! Pulling from Ancient Egyptian history, this practice of yoga is highly meditative and focuses intensely on breathing. Doors close at 7:15pm. Dark Matter Lit will be cancelled on Wednesday April 11.

STRETCH SATURDAYS
WITH YOGI TINA
Our multi-level general practice yoga class will return in the Spring. Stretch Saturdays will be back starting April 21st until May 19th. Class will be every Saturday starting at 11am, doors closing at 11:15am.

CHACC Classes
If you're interested in more class + workshop information, please visit our website www.chacc.org/classes.

If you have a class you'd like to offer in collaboration with CHACC, please visit www.chacc.org/collab.
Upcoming Events + Classes

PAINTA DAY 2018

Painta Day, a free, small art festival, will not only celebrate and provide a retrospective look of Shawn Lindsay’s work and evolution as an artist thus far, but it will also highlight and provide a platform for local thriving artists just like Painta.

The day-long event, scheduled for April 14th, has a purpose to promote the notion of, “living with purpose on purpose,” which Painta strives to live and work by daily.

Several series of work will be incorporated to include: The Wild Style, The Greyscale, The Red Room, The Mirror Selfie series and more. Each series will be accompanied by an interactive activity or installation for guests to enjoy. Snap photos of yourself with ‘The Mirror Selfie Series,’ or create quick art pieces to take as a souvenir.

Enjoy original music produced and performed by local artists, bands and DJs. Of course, original artwork, prints and Painta’s Apparel will be available for purchase.

For more information visit www.chacc.org/paintaday18.
Upcoming Events + Classes

BRANDSTAMP
LOGO DESIGN + HEAT PRESSING

Since the start of the new year, CHACC has been very active in assisting local entrepreneurs with building a strong visual presence with their brand.

Soufside Creative presents: BRAND STAMP, challenges ARTreprenuers to invest a full day in their brands and businesses. In the workshop you learn how to brand yourself through promotional gear you create:

*Make brand logo using Adobe illustrator
*Operate Expert 24 cutter + Cricut Silhouette Cameo
*Heat press to apply vinyl transfer to garments
*Learn to shoot photos for social media + marketing.

The every Saturday workshop took a break for the months of February and March, in order to highlight the students and brands that have participated so far. Hear from actual 'Brand Stamp' students and let them tell you firsthand what the class has done for them!

For testimonials and the returning schedule visit our website at www.chacc.org/brandstamp.
CHACC Reminders

**CHACC RENTAL SPACE**

Don't forget CHACC is space for the community too! We have great rental space for your next book launch, birthday party, bridal shower, paint-n-sip + more...

Our first floor is our main event and gallery space. The second floor serves as our workshop and studio space. Above our third floor business space, we have an amazing rooftop with an unbelievable view.

Please visit [www.chacc.org/rent](http://www.chacc.org/rent) for all rental inquiries. Send us an email at info@chacc.org or gives us a phone call at (202) 506-9805 to schedule a walk through.

**PRINTING SERVICES**

Along with our BRAND STAMP Heat Pressing Workshop, we also offer custom vinyl printing services. Does your team need a few shirts for your vending event? Do you have a few garments you'd like to have your logo? We're here to help.

Visit [www.chacc.org/printing](http://www.chacc.org/printing) for more information on our services, prices and bulk discounts.

**CHACC BRAND: SOUFSIDE CREATIVE**

**SOUFSIDE CREATIVE**

IT'S A DIFFERENT KIND OF CREATIVE

STOP BY OUR VISIT [WWW.CHACC.ORG/SHOP](http://WWW.CHACC.ORG/SHOP)
THANKS FOR READING!

LOVE, PEACE, ART.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.CHACC.ORG
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM: @CHACC_DC
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: @CHACC_DC
LIKE OUR FB PAGE: FACEBOOK.COM/CHACCDC